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A physical model for the simulation of x-ray emission spectra from samples irradiated with kilovolt
electron beams is proposed. Inner shell ionization by electron impact is described by means of total
cross sections evaluated from an optical-data model. A double differential cross section is proposed
for bremsstrahlung emission, which reproduces the radiative stopping powers derived from the
partial wave calculations of Kissel, Quarles and Pratt @At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 28, 381 ~1983!#.
These ionization and radiative cross sections have been introduced into a general-purpose Monte
Carlo code, which performs simulation of coupled electron and photon transport for arbitrary
materials. To improve the efficiency of the simulation, interaction forcing, a variance reduction
technique, has been applied for both ionizing collisions and radiative events. The reliability of
simulated x-ray spectra is analyzed by comparing simulation results with electron probe
measurements. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~98!01511-4#I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical methods to compute accurate x-ray spectra
emitted from targets bombarded with kV electrons are re-
quired for quantification in electron probe microanalysis
~EPMA!. These computation methods are useful for spectral
background subtraction, specially in the low energy region,
and for the development of procedures for quantitative
analysis of thin films, small particles and rough surfaces.
Calculated spectra are also useful in establishing the mini-
mum detection limits for a specific sample. Last, but not
least, reliable theoretical calculations help us to get a com-
prehensive understanding of the x-ray generation in the tar-
get, which is essential for the proper interpretation of mea-
sured data.
Monte Carlo simulation has proven to be the most suit-
able theoretical tool for the computation of x-ray spectra; it
can incorporate realistic interaction cross sections and can be
applied to complex geometries. Moreover, it allows us to
keep track of the evolution of all secondary particles ~and
their descendants! generated by primary electrons. The main
limitation of the Monte Carlo method arises from its random
nature; the scored quantities are affected by statistical uncer-
tainties, which may be intolerably large, especially when
studying quantities associated with events that very seldom
occur. Alternatively, x-ray spectra can also be computed
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic-mail:
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ever, this kind of solution is only possible for relatively
simple interaction models and planar geometries.
In EPMA, Monte Carlo calculations have been mainly
used to determine the ionization-depth distribution function
F(rz) ~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3!. Simulations of the continu-
ous component of x-ray spectra have been carried out by
Statham4 and Heckel and Jugelt,5 and more recently by Ding
et al.6 Similar Monte Carlo simulations have been reported
by Araki et al.,7 who included characteristic lines. Gauvin
et al.8 have used Monte Carlo simulation results to derive
calibration curves for quantitative analysis of particulate
matter. In these cases, only the transport of electrons was
considered. X-ray absorption and secondary x-ray fluores-
cence were taken into account by simply assuming exponen-
tial attenuation inside the sample. This procedure is only
approximate and, moreover, it is difficult to generalize to
complex geometries ~e.g., samples with inclusions and par-
ticulate materials.!8 This difficulty is overcome here by simu-
lating the transport of both electrons and photons, in such a
way that complex geometries can be handled easily and ac-
curately with the aid of available geometry packages.
The reliability of simulated x-ray spectra depends
mainly on the accuracy of the adopted interaction cross sec-
tions. As x rays are mainly originated by electron impact
ionization of inner shells and by bremsstrahlung emission,
the differential cross sections ~DCS! used to simulate these
processes should be the most accurate available. This is not
the case for most of the calculations of ionization distribu-8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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oversimplified approximations are commonly used. Thus, for
inner shell ionization, the usual practice is to use either em-
pirical formulas based on the asymptotic limit of the Bethe
theory ~see e.g., Ref. 9! or the semiclassical approximation
proposed by Gryzinski.10 The first of these formulas are valid
only for electron energies well above the ionization threshold
~which is not always the case in EPMA!, whereas the theo-
retical foundation of Gryzinski’s cross section is question-
able for all energies. In the case of bremsstrahlung emission,
the common practice is to use a parameterization of the DCS
obtained from Sommerfeld’s theory11 due to Kirkpatrick and
Wiedmann12 and Statham.4 It will be shown below that this
parameterization differs very significantly from the more ac-
curate partial wave calculation results tabulated by Kissel
et al.13
The aim of the present article is to describe a more ac-
curate, and still computationally simple, theoretical model
for the simulation of x-ray spectra. The model involves im-
proved DCSs for inner shell ionization and bremsstrahlung
emission. These DCSs have been implemented on a Monte
Carlo program that generates x-ray spectra for homogeneous
~or multilayered! samples with arbitrary composition. This
program is largely based on the code system PENELOPE,14
which has been shown to provide a reliable description of
electron transport in the energy range of interest in EPMA.15
In Sec. II we give a brief overview of the structure of
PENELOPE and the underlying physical interaction models.
The generation of x-rays is discussed in Sec. III, where we
describe the cross sections for electron impact ionization and
bremsstrahlung emission and their implementation in the
simulation code. In Sec. IV we briefly describe the experi-
mental setup and the reduction of measured x-ray spectra to
an absolute scale. Simulation results are compared with mea-
sured spectra in Sec. V.
II. THE PHYSICS OF PENELOPE
PENELOPE ~an acronym that stands for ‘‘PENetration
and Energy LOss of Positrons and Electrons’’! is a general-
purpose subroutine package for the simulation of coupled
electron-photon transport in matter.14 It generates electron-
photon showers in homogeneous media, of arbitrary compo-
sition, for a wide energy range, from about 1 keV up to about
1 GeV. It also includes a geometry package for simulation of
complex geometries consisting of homogeneous bodies lim-
ited by quadric surfaces. The complete code system
~FORTRAN source files and data base! is available from the
Nuclear Energy Agency ~NEA! data bank.16
The cross sections implemented in PENELOPE and the
simulation algorithm ~i.e., the set of rules to generate random
electron tracks from a given scattering model! have been
described in detail elsewhere ~see Refs. 14 and 17 and refer-
ences therein!. For the sake of completeness, we summarize
here the major features of the simulation algorithm.
A. Electron transport
Elastic scattering of electrons is simulated using a com-
bination of the Wentzel ~screened Rutherford! DCS and a
fixed-angle scattering process. The analytical DCS containsDownloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tthree parameters that are determined in such a way that the
mean free path between collisions and the mean and the vari-
ance of the angular deflection in each elastic collision are
identical with the values obtained with a realistic numerical
DCS. The model is thus completely determined by the values
of the mean free path and the first and second transport mean
free paths, which have been calculated for all elements using
a partial wave method with the Dirac–Hartree–Fock–Slater
field, corrected for exchange effects.18
Inelastic collisions are described in terms of analytical
DCSs19 based on a simple generalized oscillator strength
~GOS! model proposed by Liljequist.20 In this model the
ionization of each atomic electron shell is described by a
single oscillator, whose ‘‘resonance energy’’ is calculated in
such a way that the mean excitation energy I tabulated by
Berger and Seltzer21 is exactly reproduced. This model
yields stopping powers that coincide with the values recom-
mended by Berger and Seltzer for energies above 10 keV,
and is expected to remain accurate for much smaller ener-
gies, down to a few hundred eV. Radiative events are de-
scribed by means of an empirically modified Bethe-Heitler
DCS ~see Sec. III B below!.
The simulation of electron tracks is performed on the
basis of a mixed procedure. Individual hard elastic, inelastic
and radiative events ~i.e., interaction with polar scattering
angle u or energy loss W larger than preselected, small cut-
off values uc and Wc) are simulated in a detailed way, that is,
by random sampling from the corresponding DCS. Soft
events ~i.e., interactions with u or W less than the cutoff
values! have a mild influence on the track evolution, which
can be accurately described by means of simple multiple
scattering theories. The effect of the ~usually many! soft in-
teractions that occur between a pair of consecutive hard
events is described as a single artificial event in which the
particle is deflected and loses energy according to probability
distribution functions that are dictated by the multiple scat-
tering theory ~‘‘condensed’’ simulation!. Between each pair
of consecutive ~hard or artificial! events the particle travels
freely with a well-defined energy. The angle cutoff uc is
automatically adjusted by the program in such a way that the
average deflection in each path segment ~between a pair of
consecutive hard elastic events! is nearly independent of the
electron energy; the energy loss cutoff Wc is directly set by
the user. The practical advantage of mixed simulation is that
the calculation of the effect of soft events is largely simpli-
fied. As the simulation of individual soft events takes up a
considerable fraction of the computer time, mixed simulation
is normally much faster than detailed simulation, and equally
accurate. The mixed algorithm implemented in PENELOPE
has been formulated in such a way that it provides a consis-
tent description of electron tracks in the vicinity of interfaces
~a point that requires special care when using condensed al-
gorithms, see, e.g., Ref. 22!.
B. Photon transport
The considered photon interactions are coherent ~Ray-
leigh! scattering, incoherent ~Compton! scattering and pho-
toelectric absorption. The cross sections implemented ino AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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parameters determined from fits to updated interaction data
from different sources, mainly Cullen et al.23 and Berger and
Hubbell.24 All random variables are generated by using
purely analytical expressions, so that the structure of the
simulation code is very simple.
The DCS for coherent scattering is the Rayleigh for-
mula, with the atomic form factor given by a simple rational
expression with parameters determined from a fit to the nu-
merical form factors tabulated by Hubbell et al.25 Compton
scattering is simulated by means of the relativistic impulse
approximation,26 which accounts for Doppler broadening
and binding effects. It is worth noting that the impulse ap-
proximation describes Compton interactions with bound
electrons, which may cause inner shell ionization and subse-
quent characteristic x-ray emission. This x-ray generation
mechanism is normally disregarded when the simpler DCS
obtained from the Waller-Hartree approximation ~Klein-
Nishina DCS multiplied by the incoherent scattering
function!25 is used to describe Compton events. Photoelectric
cross sections are obtained by interpolation in a table gener-
ated with the XCOM program of Berger and Hubbell.24
III. GENERATION OF X-RAY SPECTRA
In the case of electrons, the simulation algorithm
adopted in PENELOPE was devised to provide an accurate
description of the penetration and slowing down of these
particles and, for the sake of simplicity, the description of
certain interactions that occur with exceedingly small prob-
ability was oversimplified. Thus, the generation of character-
istic x-rays by direct electron impact was disregarded, since
the overwhelming majority of inelastic collisions involve
electrons in the outer, weakly bound shells of the target at-
oms. Also, bremsstrahlung emission was described by means
of a high energy approximation that gives the correct radia-
tive stopping power for all energies, but the ‘‘intrinsic’’ an-
gular distribution of the generated photons ~relative to the
direction of the emitting electron! becomes inadequate when
the electron energy is less than ;1 MeV. Again, this ap-
proximation was fully justified since radiative losses repre-
sent only a very small fraction of the stopping power of
electrons with these energies. For our present purposes, this
is unfortunate since the spectrum is built by detecting pho-
tons generated precisely through these two processes.
We have previously shown that PENELOPE provides a
good description of the transport of kV electrons15 and,
therefore, the generated electron tracks can be considered as
numerical replicas of actual tracks. Owing to this fact, we
can evaluate the space distribution of emitted characteristic
x-rays without altering the simulation routines. The only in-
formation we need is the total ionization cross section of the
shell of interest as a function of the electron energy, which
determines the probability of ionization along each segment
of an electron track generated by PENELOPE.3 For the
simulation of radiative events, the core of the simulation
package had to be modified as described below.Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tA. Characteristic x-ray emission
Inelastic collisions of electrons of energy E can be de-
scribed in terms of the energy loss W and the ‘‘recoil en-
ergy’’ Q defined by
Q[ q
2
2m , ~1!
where q is the momentum transfer and m is the electron
mass. The recoil energy is related to the polar scattering
angle u by the kinematic formula
Q52E2W22AE~E2W !cosu . ~2!
The DCS for ionization of bound shells by electron impact,
computed within the first Born approximation, can be written
as27
d2s
dQdW 5
pe4
E
1
WQ
d f ~Q ,W !
dW , ~3!
where d f (Q ,W)/dW is the generalized oscillator strength
~GOS! density per unit energy transfer W for ionization of
that shell. Here we approximate the GOS according to the
optical model proposed by Mayol and Salvat,28
d f ~Q ,W !
dW .
mc
2p2e2\2
E sph~W8!
3@d~W2W8!Q~W82Q !
1d~W2Q !Q~Q2W8!#dW8, ~4!
where e is the electron charge, c is the velocity of light in
vacuum and sph(W8) is the photoelectric cross section for
ionization of the considered shell by photons of energy W8
~which is proportional to the optical oscillator strength!. The
term d(x) represents the Dirac d distribution and Q(x)
~51 if x.0, 50 otherwise! is the Heaviside step function.
Exchange effects are accounted for by means of a modified
Ochkur correction ~see Ref. 28!, which leads to the formula
d2s
dQdW 5
pe4
E
1
WQ
mc
2p2e2\2
E sph~W8!
3@d~W2W8!Q~W82Q !
1d~W2Q !Q~Q2W8!# Cex dW8 ~5!
with
Cex512
Q
E1W82W
1S QE1W82W D
2
. ~6!
The total ionization cross section is given by
s i~E !5E
Ei
E/2
dWE
Qmin
Qmax d2s
dQdW dQ , ~7!
where Ei is the ionization energy of the shell and the limits
of the integral over Q are given by expression ~2! with
u50 and p . Thus, the ionization cross section is completely
determined by the photoelectric cross section. Tables of sph
for the different shells of all the elements have been calcu-
lated by Scofield.23 For the sake of simplicity, we shall onlyo AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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model28 provides a simple and sufficiently accurate analyti-
cal approximation for sph .
K-shell total ionization cross sections of aluminium and
germanium, calculated from Eq. ~7!, are compared with ex-
perimental data in Fig. 1. This figure also displays cross
sections obtained from the following analytical approxima-
tions, of common use in EPMA studies: The Gryzinski10
cross section
sK
2 EK
2 5pe4ZKg~UK!, ~8!
where
FIG. 1. Electron impact K-shell ionization cross section for Al ~a! and
Ge ~b!. Symbols represent experimental data from the compilation in Ref.
30. The continuous curves are results from the optical data model described
in Sec. III A. The other curves represent cross sections obtained from the
analytical formulas of Gryzinski ~dashed!, Worthington-Tomlin ~dot-
dashed! and Bethe-Powell ~long-dashed!. ~1 mb 510227 cm2).Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tg~UK!5
1
UK
FUK21UK11 G
3/2F11 23S 12 12UKD
3ln[2.71~UK21 !1/2] G , ~9!
the Worthington-Tomlin formula29
sK
2 EK
2 5pe4ZKaK
ln~UK!
UK
lnF 4UK1.6512.35 exp~12UK!G ~10!
with aK50.35, and the Bethe-Powell formula9
sK
2 EK
2 5
pe4ZKbK
UK
ln~cKUK! ~11!
with bK50.9 and cK50.65, where EK denotes the ionization
energy of the K shell, UK[E/EK is the over voltage and ZK
is the number of electrons in the shell. Owing to the scarcity
of absolute measurement results,30 a mere comparison with
experimental data does not provide definite conclusions
about the accuracy of the various formulas. For the two ele-
ments in Fig. 1, the present optical-data model predicts an
energy dependence of sK in reasonably good agreement with
experiment. This is also the case for other elements that have
been analyzed, using experimental data collected in Ref. 30.
As the physical contents of the optical-data model are sound,
we shall assume that it yields the best estimates for sK . Very
likely, it does provide a better description of the dependence
of sK on the atomic number Z than the analytical formulas
~8!-~11!. In this respect, it is worth noting that these analyti-
cal formulas depend on the atomic number only through the
ionization energy EK ~apart from a change in the scales, the
corresponding curves in Fig. 1 are identical for both ele-
ments!. Judging by the different relative positions of the
optical-data model curves for the two elements, we may ex-
pect that the true dependence of sK on Z is somewhat more
involved.
PENELOPE generates electron tracks as a series of
‘‘free flights’’ between consecutive ~hard and artificial! in-
teractions. Along each free flight, the energy E of the elec-
tron is assumed to stay constant. To simulate the generation
of characteristic x-rays, which result from vacancies pro-
duced in a K shell, we proceed as follows. For each free
flight, we calculate the probability that an ionization has
been produced in the considered shell, which is given by
P ion5s N s i~E !, ~12!
where s is the length of the free flight and N is the density
of atoms of the considered ~ionized! element per unit vol-
ume. After computing the ionization probability, we sample
a random value j uniformly in ~0,1! and consider that the
interaction is effective only when j,P ion . When an ioniza-
tion occurs, its position is sampled uniformly along the free
flight. As the probability of ionization in a free flight is much
less than unity, this procedure gives the correct average num-
ber of ionizations per unit path length.
Excited ions relax to their ground state by migration of
the initial vacancy to outer electron shells, which proceeds
through emission of fluorescent x rays or Auger electronso AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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PENELOPE, simulates the emission of characteristic x rays
that result from vacancies produced in a K shell. We con-
sider only characteristic photons emitted in the first stage of
the de-excitation cascade, i.e., when the initial vacancy in the
K shell is filled by an electron from an outer shell. The
probability that a radiative de-excitation occurs is obtained
from the fluorescence yields tabulated by Fink and Rao.31
The considered characteristic photons are Ka and Kb , with
relative probabilities obtained from the line fractions given
by Khan and Karimi.32 Characteristic x-rays are assumed to
be emitted isotropically.
To improve the efficiency of the simulation, we apply
interaction forcing, which is also known as the ‘‘method of
statistical weights.’’ This consists of artificially increasing
the probability of ionization along a free flight, say to a value
Pfi . To compensate for this increase of probability, charac-
teristic x-rays emitted in the forced interaction are given a
weight v5P ion /Pfi less than unity. This manipulation does
not alter the computed spectra, but the statistical uncertain-
ties ~for a given calculation time! are substantially reduced.
In the calculations, we adopt a value of Pfi such that, on
average, 0.1 forced ionizations occur along each free flight.
B. Bremsstrahlung emission
PENELOPE samples the energy W of the emitted
bremsstrahlung photons from a modified Bethe-Heitler ~BH!
DCS for an exponentially screened Coulomb field, integrated
over the angles of scattering and emission. The original
Bethe-Heitler DCS33 provides a simple analytical formula
for the energy distribution of the emitted photons, which is
well suited for random sampling. However, it is based on the
Born approximation and, therefore, valid only for high en-
ergy electrons.34 Salvat and Ferna´ndez-Varea19 introduced an
empirical correction term that extends its validity to lower
energies. The modified energy-loss Bethe-Heitler DCS for an
element of atomic number Z is given by
dsBH
dW 5CBH S w1~e!1 1e w2~e! D , ~13!
where e is the reduced energy of the emitted photon
e[
W
E1mc2
. ~14!
The quantities w1(e) and w2(e) are functions of e and Z
given by simple analytical expressions ~see Ref. 19!. The
‘‘normalization’’ constant CBH is determined in such a way
that the DCS given by Eq. ~13! exactly reproduces the radia-
tive stopping powers for electrons in single element materi-
als tabulated by Berger and Seltzer,21 which were derived
from the partial wave calculations of Kissel et al.13 Thus the
DCS ~13! provides a fairly good approximation for the elec-
tron mean free path between radiative events and for the
distribution of energy losses in those events. However, the
angular distribution of the emitted photons must be obtained
by other means.Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tFIG. 2. Reduced energy-loss DCSs, i.e., DDCS integrated over angles and
multiplied by (b/Z)2W , for bremsstrahlung emission by electrons in Al ~a!,
Ag ~b! and Au ~c!. Dashed curves, Kirkpatrick-Wiedmann-Statham formula,
Eq. ~17!; continuous lines, modified Bethe-Heitler formula, Eq. ~13!. Dots
represent tabulated results of Kissel et al. ~Ref. 13!. Notice that the vertical
scale for each energy is the closest to its label.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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the primary electron, is defined by the polar angle u and the
azimuthal angle f . Considering that the atomic field is
spherically symmetric, the angular distribution of the emitted
photon is independent of f; therefore, the azimuthal scatter-
ing angle is distributed uniformly in the interval ~0,2 p). In
PENELOPE, the polar angle is sampled from the distribution
obtained from the classical dipole approximation ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 35!
pdipole~cosu!5
3
16pF11S cosu2b12b cosu D
2G 12b2
~12b cosu!2
,
~15!
where b5v/c is the velocity of the electron in units of the
speed of light c (b2512g22). This angular distribution is
reasonably accurate for energies above ; 1 MeV, but be-
comes incorrect at lower energies.
The double differential cross section ~DDCS!, differen-
tial in the photon energy and direction of emission, used in
PENELOPE, can be written as
d2sBHd
dWdV 5CBH S w1~e!1 1e w2~e! D 12p pdipole~cosu!.
~16!
Sempau et al.14 have shown that PENELOPE gives a fairly
accurate description of bremsstrahlung spectra generated by
kilovolt electrons in thick samples, in spite of the limitations
of the intrinsic angular distribution ~15!. The reason for this
is that, in the case of bulk targets, the electron trajectories are
rapidly randomized by elastic scattering and the angular dis-
tribution of photons emerging through the surface is practi-
cally insensitive to the intrinsic angular distribution. How-
ever, for thin films and small particles the effect of the
angular dependence of the cross section may be important
and a more accurate intrinsic distribution should be used.
Kissel et al.13 computed bremsstrahlung DCSs for ener-
gies between 1 and 500 keV by partial wave methods. Their
results are the most accurate data available for the energy
range of interest in EPMA, but they consist of large tables
difficult to handle within a simulation code. Previously,
Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann12 proposed an analytical DCS
based on the Sommerfeld11 theory, which was subsequently
modified by Statham4 to get a closer fit to the theoreticalDownloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tvalues for small energies. This is the most commonly used
model in Monte Carlo simulations for EPMA. However,
Sommerfeld’s theory is known to be in error for kilovolt
electrons, as pointed out by e.g., Chapman et al.36 Surpris-
ingly, we have found that the Kirkpatrick-Wiedmann-
Statham ~KWS! formula predicts angular distributions in
fairly good agreement with the calculations of Kissel et al.
The KWS double differential cross section ~DDCS! for
bremsstrahlung emission is given by the following general
expression:
d2sKWS
dWdV 5
sx~12cos2u!1sy~11cos2u!
~12b cosu!2
, ~17!
where sx and sy are parameters that depend on the electron
incident energy E , the emitted photon energy W and the
atomic number Z of the target. Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann12
obtained analytical approximations for the parameters sx and
sy and Statham4 modified the expressions of sx and sy to
produce a better fit to the theoretical data at small electron
energies. The final analytical formulas for sx and sy can be
found in Ref. 6.
Energy-loss bremsstrahlung DCSs obtained from the
modified Bethe-Heitler formula ~13! and from the KWS for-
mula ~17!, integrated over angles, are compared with Kis-
sel’s et al.’s data in Fig. 2 ~the area below the curves is
proportional to the radiative stopping power!. Notice that, for
low energy electrons, the BH formula gives an energy-loss
DCS proportional to W21, in accordance with the numerical
results. Moreover, owing to the definition of the normaliza-
tion constant CBH in Eq. ~13!, the areas below the modified
BH curves and below the data of Kissel et al. are equal. On
the other hand, the KWS formula clearly overestimates the
energy-loss DCS, and the radiative stopping power, in the
considered energy range.
In order to get a more accurate formula for the DDCS
than the approximations given by Eqs. ~16! and ~17!, we
shall tentatively combine the modified Bethe-Heitler DCS,
Eq. ~13!, with the angular distribution derived from the KWS
DCS
pKWS~cosu!5Nu
sx~12cos2u!1sy~11cos2u!
~12b cosu!2
, ~18!
whereNu5
b3~12b2!
2$2bsy22b~12b2!sx1@ log~12b!2log~11b!#~12b2!~sy2sx!%
~19!is a normalization constant such that
E
21
1
pKWS~cosu!d~cosu!51. ~20!
The proposed DDCS readsd2sBK
dWdV 5CBH S w1~e!1 1e w2~e! D 12p pKWS~cosu!.
~21!
As shown in Fig. 3, this analytical formula predicts values
that are in closer agreement with the numerical cross sections
tabulated by Kissel et al.13 In the present simulations, brems-
strahlung emission is simulated according to this DDCS.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
6044 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 11, 1 June 1998 Acosta et al.FIG. 3. Electron bremsstrahlung reduced DDCSs for different elements and photon-to-electron energy ratios W/E: Al, W/E50.3 ~a!; Al, W/E50.6 ~b!; Au,
W/E50.3 ~c! and Au, W/E50.6 ~d!. Dot-dashed curves ~only for Al!, modified Bethe-Heitler DCS model with dipole angular distribution, Eq. ~16!; dashed
curves, Kirkpatrick-Wiedmann-Statham DDCS, Eq. ~17!; solid curves, modified Bethe-Heitler DCS with KWS angular distribution, Eq. ~21!. Dots represent
numerical data calculated by Kissel et al. ~see Ref. 13!. The vertical scale for each energy is the closest to its label.That is, the mean free path and energy loss distributions are
the same as in the original PENELOPE code, but the initial
direction of the emitted photon is generated according to the
intrinsic distribution ~18!. The algorithm for random sam-
pling of cosu is described in Appendix A. Changing to this
improved angular distribution required only a minor modifi-
cation of the original PENELOPE code.
Since bremsstrahlung emission by keV electrons is a low
probability process, we again apply interaction forcing to
reduce the statistical uncertainties. In this case, we multiply
the bremsstrahlung inverse mean free path by a factor
P fr.1 and, to compensate for this, bremsstrahlung photons,
and their descendents, are assigned a weight v51/P fr . The
factor P fr is chosen in such a way that the reduced inverseDownloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tmean free path is of the order of 1/5 of the electron range.
This assures that a mean number of five bremsstrahlung pho-
tons per primary electron are produced.
A steering program has been written to simulate EPMA
measurements using the PENELOPE routines modified as
described above. The program generates energy distributions
of x rays emitted from the specimen, per incident electron
and per unit solid angle, in the direction of the x ray detector.
To calculate each theoretical spectrum we have simulated
about 500 000 primary electron tracks. The statistical uncer-
tainties of the results in the significant portions of the spec-
trum ~characteristic peaks and background at intermediate
energies! are then less than 5%.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Thick targets, pure elements and compounds have been
irradiated with 20 and 30 kV electron beams at normal inci-
dence using an electron microprobe CAMECA SX-50. Spec-
tra of emerging x rays have been obtained by using a PGT
IMIX energy dispersive spectrometer, located in a direction
forming an angle of 40° with the sample surface. The spec-
trometer is a Si~Li! detector. According to the manufactur-
er’s specifications, the Si~Li! crystal is 3 mm thick and has
an active area of approximately 12.5 mm2. The detector has
a 7-mm-thick beryllium window and a contact gold layer
0.02 mm thick. The thickness of the Si dead layer is 0.1 mm.
The emerging photon beam has been collimated with a
diaphragm ~300 mm in diameter! placed in front of the be-
ryllium window, at 53 mm from the target. This avoids spu-
rious x-ray peaks caused by electrons backscattered onto the
pole piece of the final lens of the microscope column and
other objects near the specimen. Probe currents have been
measured with a Faraday cup placed on the sample holder,
and have been chosen so as to yield a counting rate below
1000 counts per second, thus minimizing pulse pileup ef-
fects. Typical acquisition times were 3000-4000 s.
Acquired x-ray spectra have been converted to absolute
intensity units, i.e., number of photons emitted per unit en-
ergy interval and unit solid angle per incident ~bombarding!
electron. It is worth pointing out that measurements in abso-
lute units serve as the most stringent test of the physical
parameters used in the simulation algorithm, although they
may contain systematic uncertainties. The conversion of the
acquired spectra to absolute intensity is made by using the
equation
N~E !5
Nch
N0e~E !DVDE
, ~22!
where Nch is the number of counts in a particular photon
energy channel, N0 is the total number of incident electrons,
DV is the solid angle subtended by the x-ray detector, DE is
the width of the energy channel and e(E) is the detector
efficiency, which is a function of the photon energy.
The number of incident electrons N0 has been evaluated
by multiplying the target current I0 by the acquisition time t .
We recall that the electron microprobe has a built-in continu-
ous beam current monitoring and feedback system, which
stabilizes the beam current to 0.3%. The calculated number
of incident electrons is estimated to have less than 2% un-
certainty. The width of the photon energy channel DE of the
spectra is given by the computer of the PGT IMIX system.
The high energy part of the x-ray spectrum ~bremsstrahlung
tip! has been used to verify the accelerating potential values.
The solid angle DV has been computed as A/d2, where A is
the area of the entrance aperture of the collimator, and d is
the distance between the sample and the collimator. Using
the values for A and d given by the manufacturer, the uncer-
tainty in DV is estimated to be less than 2%.
The efficiency of a Si~Li! x-ray detector is essentially
unity over a wide photon energy interval ~;3-15 keV!. It
takes lower values at low photon energies, due to absorption
in the different inactive layers in front of the intrinsic zone,Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tand at high energies, due to partial transmission through the
intrinsic zone. In general, the efficiency can be evaluated by
using radioactive sources of known activity,37 well-
calibrated fluorescence sources or synchrotron radiation,38
and/or theoretical methods.39 As a first approximation, e(E)
can be computed by assuming exponential attenuation of the
photon beam in the inactive layers and in the intrinsic zone.
However, this approach may be in serious error due to the
following reasons. First, the different layers are generally
nonuniform ~see, e.g., Ref. 40! and their average thicknesses
are poorly known. Secondly, absorption of photons with
moderately high energy in the inactive layers produces sec-
ondary radiation ~photoelectrons and x rays! that may yet
reach the active zone. Recently, Lepy et al.41 have shown
that the so-called silicon ‘‘dead layer’’ acts as a partially
active layer, the corresponding events being recorded in the
peak tail. Finally, uncertainties of adopted attenuation coef-
ficients also affect the estimated efficiency.
Assuming, for a moment, that simulated spectra are re-
liable ~see below!, one can use them to analyze the consis-
tency of calculated efficiencies. We have tentatively evalu-
ated the efficiency e(E) by considering purely exponential
attenuation and using the detector layer thicknesses given by
the manufacturer. Direct comparison of simulated spectra
with experiments confirms that the efficiency is close to
unity for photons with energy in the interval from ;3 up to
;15 keV, as predicted by the simple calculation. However,
this calculation underestimates e(E) at lower energies, and
overestimates it at higher energies, justifying the presence of
the aforesaid sources of error. To get at least a rough esti-
mate of e(E) for the complete energy range of interest, we
have computed it by considering absorption only in the most
significant passive layer, i.e., the Be window, and using an
effective value for the crystal thickness ~1.5 mm!, as sug-
gested by the work of Paterson et al.42 With this method one
gets efficiencies that are accurate to within ;5% for energies
between 3 and 15 keV and ‘‘plausible’’ outside this range.
Therefore, comparison of simulated and measured spectra is
meaningful for E53-15 keV and only indicative for lower
and higher energies.
Finally, uncertainties from counting statistics range typi-
cally from 3 to 6% in the continuous component of the spec-
tra, and 1%-2% in the characteristic peaks. Other sources of
uncertainty, such as errors in the estimate of the take-off
angle and target uniformity, are considered to be negligible.
The various error contributions discussed above lead to an
overall uncertainty of 5%-7% for the experimental absolute
spectra.
V. COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND MEASURED
SPECTRA
Energy distributions of x-rays emitted from the speci-
men in directions close to that of the detector have been
simulated using the code described above. To account for the
response of the detector, Monte Carlo spectra have been con-
voluted with a Gaussian distribution with an energy-
dependent full width at half maximum ~FWHM!. The depen-
dence of the FWHM on incident photon energy has been
estimated by measuring x-ray spectra for different pureo AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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gion between 1 and 10 keV. Simulated spectra have been
normalized to one incident electron to make them directly
comparable to measured absolute spectra.
Simulated and experimental spectra, at incident electron
energies of 20 keV, for Cu and Ag metallic targets as well as
for a Fe-Cr-Ni alloy ~standard reference material 479a, cer-
tified by the National Bureau of Standards ~NBS!, with
weight concentrations of 71%, 18.1% and 10.9%, respec-
tively!, are compared in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the
agreement is, in general, satisfactory in the ‘‘meaningful’’
region between 3 and 15 keV. The calculation also describes
the continuous component of the spectra accurately, even in
regions where uncertainties in e(E) may be somewhat
larger. In the case of Ag, the peak at 3 keV corresponds to
La x-rays that are not simulated by the present version of the
code. The code, however, does give a realistic description of
the spectral background below this peak, thus providing
valuable information for background subtraction in quantita-
tive analysis.
When comparing simulations with experimental data, we
must recall that there are various detection artifacts, such as
incomplete charge collection, pulse pileup and sum peaks,43
which cannot be totally avoided, and whose effects are not
taken into account in the simulations. These effects, com-
bined with the uncertainty of the adopted ionization cross
sections, originate small discrepancies in the characteristic
peaks. It should also be noted that, due to incomplete charge
collection, the low energy end of the spectrum accumulates
degraded counts from all higher energy x rays, especially in
the 0-3 keV region.43
Figure 5 displays spectra obtained at incident electron
energies of 30 keV from a Cu target and the Fe-Cr-Ni alloy
target. Although characteristic peaks again show small dis-
crepancies, duplicating the differences found for 20 keV
beams, the agreement between simulation and experiment is
again satisfactory. The Cu measured spectrum shows a small
~and undesirable! sum peak. In both cases, the simulation is
seen to predict the shape of the spectral background accu-
rately in the energy range 3-15 keV, where the uncertainty in
e(E) is small.
Monte Carlo simulation of electron-photon showers can
also be used to study secondary fluorescence produced by
bremsstrahlung photons. Figure 6 shows a comparison be-
tween the complete simulated spectrum from a ZnS target
~continuous! and the spectrum simulated for the same target
but disregarding ionization produced by electron impact
~dashed!. It can be observed that, although electron impact
ionization has been disconnected, there is an important count
rate at the characteristic line energies due to continuum fluo-
rescence. Thus, the present Monte Carlo simulation of
electron-photon showers provides a valuable tool to validate
theoretical models describing the continuum fluorescence
contribution, which is impossible to discriminate experimen-
tally.
It can be concluded that the physical models described
here offer a consistent description of x-ray spectra generated
by kV electron beams. The differences between simulation
and experiment are mostly due to measurement artifacts, andDownloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tcertainly less than those obtained with other models previ-
ously proposed. Our simulation algorithm is well suited to
compute x-ray spectra from elemental and compound targets,
and is a valuable tool for quantitative microanalysis. A study
FIG. 4. Simulated ~solid line! and experimental ~dots! x-ray spectra from
copper ~a!, silver ~b! and SRM479a NBS certified standard ~c! generated by
20 kV electron beams at normal incidence.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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croanalysis ~oblique incidence, multilayered targets! will be
published elsewhere.44 In its present form, our computer
code can only generate characteristic peaks resulting from
K-shell ionization of any element; work to include L-shell
ionization is in progress.
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APPENDIX A:
In this appendix we describe the algorithm used to
sample the initial direction of bremsstrahlung photons from
the KWS distribution ~18!
pKWS~cosu!5Nu
sx~12cos2u!1sy~11cos2u!
~12b cosu!2
.
We first note that this distribution can be cast in the follow-
ing form
pKWS~x !5u1p1~x !1u2p2~x !1u3p3~x !, ~A1!
where x[cosu and
p1~x !5N1
12x2
~12bx !2
, p2~x !5N2
1
~12bx !2
,
~A2!
p3~x !5N3
x2
~12bx !2
are distributions, normalized to unity, with normalization
constants
N15
b3
2@22b1ln~11b!2ln~12b!# , ~A3!
N25
12b2
2 , ~A4!
FIG. 6. Measured ~dots! and simulated ~lines! X-ray spectra from a ZnS
target irradiated with a 20 kV electron beam at normal incidence. The con-
tinuous spectrum is the result of a complete simulation. The long dashed
spectrum is the result of a simulation in which the generation of character-
istic x rays by electron impact has been switched off.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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b3~12b2!
2$2b2b31~12b2!@ ln~12b!2ln~11b!#%
.
~A5!
The relative weights in Eq. ~A1! are given by
u15
Nusx
N1
, u25
Nusy
N2
, u35
Nusy
N3
. ~A6!
The distribution p2(x) can be sampled by using the inverse
transform method, which gives the sampling formula
x5
2j211b
2bj112b , ~A7!
where j is a random number uniformly distributed in the
interval ~0,1!.
The distributions p1 and p3 can be rewritten as
p1~x !5
N1
N2
r1~x !p2~x !, r1~x !512x2, ~A8!
p3~x !5
N3
N2
r3~x !p2~x !, r3~x !5x2. ~A9!
Since r1(x) and r3(x) are smaller than 1, a rejection method
can be used to sample x from p1 and p3.
The sampling algorithm for the combined distribution
~A1! is:
~1! Sample an integer i~51,2,3! from the point prob-
abilities
p~1 !5
u1
(u j
5
Nusx
N1
, p~2 !5
u2
(u j
5
Nusy
N2
,
~A10!
p~3 !5
u3
(u j
5
Nusy
N3
.
~2! Sample a value t from p2(t) using Eq. ~A7!.
~3! If i52, deliver x5t .
~4! If i51, generate a random number j .
~a! If j.r1(t)512t2, go to step 2.
~b! Deliver x5t .
~5! If i53, generate a random number j .
~a! If j.r3(t)5t2, go to step 2.
~b! Deliver x5t .
As a measure of the effectiveness of the sampling algo-
rithm, we define the efficiency e as the percentage of gener-
ated t values that are not rejected ~i.e., 100/e is the average
TABLE I. Efficiency e of the combined composition-rejection algorithm for
random sampling from the probability distribution function ~PDF! given by
Eq. ~A1!.
Al (Z513) Ag (Z547) Au (Z579)
W~keV! E~keV! E~keV! E~keV!
10 30 50 10 30 50 10 30 50
1 67 67 68 67 67 68 67 67 68
10 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66
20 65 65 65 65 65 65
40 63 64 64Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject tnumber of times that step 2 is executed to generate a single
value of x). Efficiencies ~obtained after sampling 100 000 x
values! for energies of interest in EPMA are given in Table I.
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